
The Art of Communicating to Achieve Results
Nanci Doonan Dixon & Noel Barnhurst

The role of the creative professional, and balancing expectations of clients - two different perspectives

General Mills Photography:
 -uses many freelance photographers and stylists
 -make sure you communicative effectively, both visually and verbally
  -clarity, vision and direction
 -create a product that meets and exceeds expectations
 -passion and attitude
 -show confidence and enthusiasm
 -address problems with the shoot, vision, or personal issues away from the client
 -set up expectations and desired outcome for the client:
  “we love this shoot because…”
  “we need your opinion on…” (be specific!)
  “this shot works/doesn’t work because…”
 -avoid getting too emotional - stay objective and positive
 -don’t be afraid to ask for help or clarification
 -have empathy for others in your project
 -gratitude goes a long way!
Studio Photographer:
 -always keep your eyes open for new props
 -have pre-production meetings to get everyone on the same page
 -group lunch breaks are a great way to force everyone to take time away from the shoot, as well as 
 to build and strengthen the team
 -window through window shots - panes of glass over windows to play with and filter light
 -hires freelance food stylists, has full time crew
 -multiple sets going in studio for big shoots - can take many shoots and edit all at once
 -try to become a photography intern or assistant to get started in the business
 -mailers and emails - tell a story, self-promote, and be creative to set yourself apart
 -shoot in unexpected ways (french fries standing up!)
 -shoot dishes on their own to get a better idea of their shape, color, and how they look in images

Trend Spotting - What’s Hot and What’s Around the Corner
Antoinette Bruno & Leslie Harrington

Emerging trends in the world of food, design and color

-starchefs.com - online magazine
-terrain on a plate
 -connecting earth, terroir to food
-hyper locavore
 -focusing on incredibly local ingredients, especially items raised on farm nearby or connecting to 
 restaurant
-comfort food
 -evolving from satisfying to sophisticated
 -soft serve ice cream!
-food trucks
 -diversity and quality
-plateware
 -using unique materials to plate and display food
-sixth sense
 -about connection, emotion and provocation
 -theme of star chefs conference this year
 -evoking a nostalgic response on an emotional level
-the color association of the united states works with color/textile trends, fashion forecasts and consulting
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-theme for 2012-13 is the aging process in nature
 -colors that occur naturally, from subtle to bright
 -balance between color stories
-renewal, hybrid style, gritty, texture, graceful aging, unrefined, therapeutic, personal connection
-neutrals can dominate the scene, supporting brights
-texture, interplay of color

Selling the Taste - Strategic Keys to Unlock Great Food Photography
David Ledsinger & Sarah Fletcher

-ask the right questions
 -check in up front - plenty of meetings and discussion to get a clear picture
 -there are no bad questions - make sure you understand the client’s wishes
 -what are the clients looking for?
  -smooth shots, lots of assurance
 -where will the text go?
-anticipate the unexpected
 -usually surprises on set
 -get crafty and creative
-tell a story
 -have a point of view and a narrative
 -don’t forget marketing objectives
 -sucking up is key! 
-solve problems creatively
 -reuse things and remember that less is more
 -keep things simple - take something out
 -start with stunning food and simple props, work up from there
 -tone on tone can work
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 -reuse solutions when possible
-the food comes first!
 -crumbs and mess can develop a look
-collaborate
 -three heads are better than one
-the role of an art director
 -inspire creativity, push ideas
 -keep things cheap, fast and moving
 -communicate with your art director
 -gets information from clients and reassures them
-be inspired
 -visit bookstores, travel, watch tv
 -have a quiet, creative place in your home
 -own your work
 -be in the moment 100%, but don’t forget your role and your job
-read magazines - food network, saveur, everyday food, gourmet live, photo cookbooks
-for props, visit antique shops, flea markets, and yard sales
-tastespotting

A Grassroots Movement - Edible Communities
Ilene Bezahler, Michael Piazza & John Carafoli

-edible boston magazine
-many “edible” magazines for cities across usa
-started in 2006, quarterly magazine
-each magazine is produced individually to reflect their own community
-food culture
-connects people to producers
-magazine focuses on components of food and portraits rather than styled food and finished plates
-look at magazine closely - recipes, photos, past issues - to get a feel for editors and client needs before 
pitching ideas or trying to get work
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